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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
I .-
I 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrev:a-tion tion 
Length ______ I meter __________________ m foot (or mile) ___ ______ ft. (or mi.) Time _______ t second _____ _____ ___ ____ s second (or hour) ______ sec. (or hr.) 
FOJ·ce _____ 
- -
F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power __ 
- - --
P horsepower (metric) _____ 
--- ----
horsepower ___ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hour ______ k.p.h. miles per hour ____ ____ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p .. feet per second ________ f.p.s . 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft. /sec.2 
1'V Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficien t of viscosi ty 
II, Kinematic viscosity 
p, D ensity (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft.-~ sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb.jcu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressUTe=~p V 2 
Lift, absolute coefficient GL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient Gv = ; 
Profile ' drag, absolute coefficient Gvo= ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient GV1=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient GDp=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient 0 0 = q~ 
Resul tant force 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p-' 
J.I. 
a, 
E, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds umber, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model ail'foil 3 m. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pl'eSSUl'e at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressUTe coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infmite aspect ratio 
Angle of attaCK, mduced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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DOWNW ASH AND WAKE BEHIND PLAIN AND FLAPPED AIRFOILS 
By ABE ILVERSTEIN, . K ATZO FF, and W. K ENNETH BULLIVANT 
SUMMARY 
Extensive expe1'imental measurements have been made oj 
the downwash angles and the wake characteristics behind 
airjoils with and without flaps and the data have been 
analy zed and correlated with the theory. A detailed study 
was made oj the eTTOTS involved in applying lifting-line 
theory , such as the effects oj a finite wing ch01'd, the 
rolling-up oj the trailing vortex sheet, and the wake. 
The downwash angles, as computed jrom the theoTetical 
pcm load distTibution by means oj the Biot-SavaTt equa-
tion, were jound to be in satisjactory agTeement with the 
experimental results. The rolling-up oj the trai ling VOT-
tex sheet may be neglected, but the vertical displacement oj 
the vortex sheet requiTes consideTation. 
By the use oj a theoretical treatment indicated by 
Prandtl, it has been possible to generalize the available 
experimental1'esults so that predictions can be made oj the 
important wake parameters in terms oj the distance be-
hind the airjoil trailing edge and the profile-drag coeffi-
cient. 
The method oj application oj the theory to design and 
the satisjactory agreement between predicted and experimen-
tal results when applied to an airplane are demonstrated. 
INTRODUCTIO 
Rational tail-plane design depends on a knowledge of 
the direction and the velocity of the air flow in the 
region behind the wing. umerous investigations, 
both experimental and theoretical, have been devoted 
to the determination of the downwash for wings with-
out flaps. T he agreement between theory and experi-
ment has, as a rule, been only partly satisfactory, and 
the comparisons have been inadequate as bases for 
generalizations . The existing empirical equations for 
downwash angles make allowance neither for variations 
in plan form nor for the use of flaps. Only scant atten-
tion has been given to the important problem of the 
wake behind flapped wings. 
As the first part of a comprehensive study of tail-
plane design, the air flow in the reo-ion behind the wing 
has been studied for the purpose of developing general 
methods for predicting the downwa h and the wake. 
Much of the work on downwash was concerned with the 
relation of the induced field in the region behind the 
airfoil to the theoretical span load distribution and to 
the corresponding vortex ystem. The basis for the 
theoretical calculations is the Biot-Savart equation for 
the induced velocities in a vortex field. Some of the 
data were particularly u eful in investigating the r ate of 
rolling-up of the trailing vortex sheet. 
The wake constitutes a not altogether separate 
problem. It position and the velocity distribution 
across it must be known in order to predict the tail 
efficiency for cases in which the tail is within it. Down-
wash and wake generally require simultaneous treat-
ment because the downwash determines the position of 
the wake and the wake has, in turn, an effect on the 
downwash. 
The data used in this analysis were obtained mainly 
in the N. A. C. A. full-scale wind tunnel with airfoils 
and airplanes that were usually so small that the jet-
boundary corrections either were negligible or could be 
accurately applied. 
An obvious limitation of the present study, insofar as 
its practical utility is concerned, lies in its neglect of 
the interference from fuselage, nacelles, etc. Also 
neglected is the small effect of the tail itself on the air 
flow ahead of it. 
EXPERIMENTAL I VESTIGATJO 
SCOPE OF THE TESTS 
The airfoils, the airplane model, and the full-scale 
airplane used in the investigation, together with a 
synopsis of the downwa h and the wake surveys made 
in each case, are listed as follows: 
1. A 5- by 30-inch rectangular Clark Y airfoil. 
Downwash angles were measUTed, at three different 
lift coefficients, in the plane of symmetry_ Dynamic-
pressure surveys of the wake were made in the same 
plane. 
2. A 10- by 30:'inch rectangular Clark Y airfoil. 
MeasUTements were the same as for the 5- by 30-inch 
airfoil. 
1 
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3. A 2- by 12-foot rectangular Clark Y airfoil te ted 
without a fia-p, and with the following flaps, each of 
20-percent chord: 
(a) 40-percent- pan split flap, 0,=20° and 60°. 
(b) 70-percent-span plit flap , 8,=20° and 60 0 . 
(c) ame as (b) exccpt for a 12.5-percent- pan cut-
I1way at the center. 
(d) Full-span plit flap, 8,=20° and 60°. 
(e) Full- pan external-airfoil flap , 15,= 20° and 40°. 
Downwa h measurements were made, at three lift 
coefficients, in the plane of symmetry of be airfoil and 
sun'oy apparatus behind it. 
I1lso in a parallel plane one-sixth of the span from the 
ymmetlY plane. 
4. The 45.75-f ot-span, 2:1 tapered . S. A. 45 airfoil 
of aspect ratio 6 lescribed in reference 1. Downwa h 
and wake mea mements were made at five lift co ffi-
cient , in the plane of symmetry, and in planes 3, , 
1 ,21, and 24 feet from the symmetry plane at distances 
of 10, 18, ::md 26 feet behind the quarter-chord point. 
5. model of 12-foot span of tbe 2:1 taper d U. . A. 
45 airfoil. Downwash measurements were similar to 
tho e for the 2- by 12-foot rectangular au'foil. 
6. The - by 4 -foot rectangular Clark Y airfoil 
described in ref rence 2. Downwash and ,,,ake ur-
veys were similar to those for the large . A. 45 
tapered aU'foil. 
7. Till:ee 6- by 36-foot symmetrical aU'foil of N. 
C. A. 0009, 0012, and 001 ection. Detailed meaSUTe-
ment of the wake were made at a number of longi-
tudinal tation from the trailillg edge to three chord 
lengths behind tbe airfoils. 
8. A small low-wing monoplane equipped with a 5: 1 
tapered wing of aspect ratio 10. The wing has a plain 
sealed flap extending over 65 percent of the span. 
Downwa h and wake measurements were made with 
the tail removed, in the region of the tail plane for a 
number of different lift coefficients with and without the 
flap deflected. 
g. A midwing airplane model equipped with a 4:1 
tapered wing of aspect ratio The wing ha a split 
flap extending over 5 percent of the span. Down-
wa h and wake mcasurements were made in the region 
of the tail plane. Pitching-moment mea urements 
were al 0 made with the tail at different ettings and 
with the tail removed. 
APPA R ATUS AND METHODS 
The experimental work was conducted in the.J: . A. C. 
A. full-scale wind tunnel (reference 3) using tho survey 
apparatus that i part of the equipment of the tunnel. 
Figure 1, howing the urveyapparatu behind the 12-
foot . A. 45 au'foil, illu trates the experimental 
arrangement. For the 5- by 30-inch and the 10- by 
30-inch airfoil , the measurements were made with a 
small Y -type yaw head and a Prandtl pitot tube, a 
described in detail in reference 4. For all other cases, 
the measurements were obtained by means of the com-
bined pitch, yaw, and dynamic-pressure tube shown 
in detail in figUl'e 2. Force measurements were made 
by the method described Ul references 2, 3, and 4. 
Angles of pitch and yaw are accurate to:within about 
± 0 .25°. Dynamic-pressure measurement are accurate 
to within about ± 1 percent. 
Air-stream anO'les and dynamic pressure were meas-
ured without an au·foil in the jet, and these values were 
applied in correcting all the measurements. Jet-
bOlmdary correction were negligible for the two small 
Clark Y airfoils. Corrections were applied according 
to reference 4 for the au'foils of 12-foot pan and for 
the two airplanes. For the large airfoils, the COlTec-
F, GUllE 2.-Lino drawing sbowing combined pitcb, yaw, and pilot-static tube used 
[or the dynamic-pressure and the downwash surveys. 
tions are so large and vary so much from point to point 
in the region behind the airfoil that a quantitative com-
parison between the theoretical and the measured down-
wash angles wa not considered advi able. 
AL ULATIO r OF DOW WA H 
The induced velocity at a point due to an infinitesimal 
length of vortex filament is given by the Biot- avart 
equation, which may be written in vector notation 
\ 
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in which w is the induced-velocity vector at the point. 
1' , the strength of the vortex. 
dl~ a vector having the direction and length of 
the infinitesimal vortex filament. 
a, the vector from the vortex filament to the 
point. 
The in tegration of tlus expression around a semi-infini te 
U-vortex of emispan and trength r , in order to 
obtain the effect at n, point x, z in the symmetry plane, 
leads to the following expressions for the eparate con-
tributions to the vertical componen t of the induced 
velocity at thi point . 
. r :t 
w1= :L 7r (.r2+zt) -v'S2+ :r"+Z2 
due to the bound vortex. 
8r 1 ( w~=~ "+~2 1+ 
_ 71" ,:, 
r ) 
.2+.1:2+Z2 
due to the two trailing vortice . 
Wd- W:=W=~~[./s2~:2+Z2C.2:Z2+ <'"~Z2)+ S'!Z2] (J ) 
due to the U-vortex. 
By means of equation (1) a computation of the down-
wa h angle behind a monoplane airfoil can be made if 
the loa I di tribution, or circulation di tribution, along 
the airfoil i known. The wing i replaced by it liftin O" 
line, where the boun I vorte. i nsi lered localized, 
and the vortex beet that i shed from i t trailing edge 
i con idered to originate at the lifting line and extend, 
unchange I, to infinity. The strength r of the bound 
vortex at a llY section is related to the . ection lift co-
effi cient Cl by the equation 
r = "VCCI 
2 
in which V i the free- tream velocity and C is the hord 
length. The intensity of vorticity in the trailing vor tex 
sheet is - dr /ely . 
In a separate paper (reference 5) are presen ted, for 
u e in tail-plane de ign and tability studies, tbe re-
sult of ext n ive downwa h computation ba ed on the 
foregoing idealized picture. The e computation being 
for wing of variou aspect ratio , taper ratios, and flap 
span , it is e sential to investigate the generality of the 
method and to justify it application. 
The vali lity of the foregoing concept as a foundation 
for the computation of iownwa h angles i , indeed , 
subj ect to objection in a number of particular , which 
have been separately tuclieel a.nd are di cus cd in the 
following ections. The ca es of wings wi thout llnd 
with flap are eparatoly treated. 
WI CS WI TH OUT F LAPS 
Flow about an airfoil section.- An obviou objection 
to the propo eel method of calculation i that a vortex 
n,t the lifting line i n,n mex aC't sllh titl.ltion for the 
actual aU·foil. In order to inve tigate the oreler of 
magnitude of the di crepaney, the theoretic[l l two-
dimensional flow ab uta Clark Y aU'foil at L = 1.22 
was obtained by a conformal tran formation of the 
-24° _/,2° 0 ° 12° 24° 
FWU HE 3. Theoretica l dow nwash-angl0 contours for two-di mensional now abo ut a 
lark Y airfoil section . a . 5.-\3°; CL, 1.22. 
flow about a eU·cle. The transformation \Va eHected 
by the method of Theodor on (reference 6) ; the Clark 
Y airfoil was chosen becau e much of the experimental 
work was done with Clark Y nirIoil's and al 0 because 
the tran formation had ah eady been partly performed 
<tGL' RE ~ .-Theore t ica l dowLlwnsh·aLlglc contours for a ,'ortex in a uniform str am 
(t wo-dimensional now). Vortex strength corres[)onds to CL= I.22. 
in reference 6 for thi. section . Four complex Fomier 
coefficient were u ed, which, ina much a they ufficec1 
to tran form the cir Ie with O"ood [LCcuracy into the 
Clark Y section, necessarily l.Ifficed to transform the 
flow at di tance from it. 
The results are plotted as downwash-angle contours 
in figure 3. Compari on with the corresponding map 
for an equivalent vor tex placed at the quarter-chord 
point (fig. 4) how that, at a distance of about one 
chord length behind the trailing edge, the di.1Ierence is 
1 s tlum 0.3°. It appears reasonable to assume. that 
the difference would be of this order for other aU·foils. 
_ _ _ ----.,.o ____ ~ ______________________________ _ _ 
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The conclusiveness of this result may be open to 
question inasmuch as the actual flow about an airfoil 
section only appro).::imates the potential flow, owing to 
the finite viscosity of air; the difference is probably 
FIGU IlE 5.-'rheorctical downwash-angle contours for two-dimensional fl ow abo ut a 
Clark Y airfoil section. a , - 5.57°; eL, O. 
slight, however, except in the vicinity of the wake 
itself. 
Figure 5 shows the theoretical stream angles calcu-
lated for the Clark Y airfoil at zero lift. The simplified 
theory for this case predicts zero downwash at every 
point in the field; and it can be seen that, at one chord 
length behind the trailing edge, the difference from 
zero is small. 
Distortion of the trailing vortex sheet.-The shed 
vortex sheet does not extend unaltered indefinitely 
down tream but, as a result of the air motions that the 
vortex system itself creates, is rapidly displaced down-
Quor ter- chord line 
\ 
FIGURE 6.- I sometric drawing showing the U. S. A. 45 ai rfoil and t he distorted 
t railing vortex sheet. CL, 1.35. 
ward and deformed. It curves into a channel of con-
stantly increasing depth and distends rapidly as it 
proceeds to roll up like a volute about the tip-vortex 
cores. 
It is essential to know the rate at which this transfor-
mation occurs, for the difference in the tail-plane region 
between the downwash computed for the unchanged 
vortex sheet and that for the completely rolled-up sheet 
is of the order of 20 percent. The surveys behind the 
large U. S. A. 45 tapered airfoil are of particular interest 
in this respect, because they were sufficiently extensive 
to give quantitative information on the rolling-up proc-
ess. For this purpose, the case of the highest lift coeffi-
cient (OL = 1.35 ) will be discu sed , not only because the 
greater magnitude of the measured pitch and yaw 
angles increases the relative accuracy of the tudy but 
also because the distortion of the vortex sheet at the 
real'most survey plane (26 feet behind the quarter-
chord line) represents the maxwum distortion that will 
have to be considered in practical computations of 
downwash behind plain wing. The bases for this 
statement are: (a) the aspect ratio is about the Iillni-
mum in common use; (b) the lift coefficient is quite 
high , in fact, nearly the marimum for this airfoil; and 
(c) the 26-foot survey plane is considembly farther 
.3 
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F IGURE 7.-Experimenta l span load distribution for the U. S. A. 45 airfoil. CL, 1.35. 
behind the trailing edge than is the usual position of the 
tail plane. 
Figure 6 shows the shape of the airfoil and the posi-
tions of the 10-foot and the 26-foot smvey planes. 
Figure 7 shows the span load distribution for OL= 1.35, 
experimentally determined by means of pressure orifices 
in the airfoil surface (reference 1). Figures and 9 
show the surveys in the 10-foot and the 26-foot planes, 
respectively, the vectors representing by magnitude 
and direction the inclination of the air flow to the tunnel 
axis. In order to avoid confusion , vectors are not 
shown for all points where readings were taken. 
The line of intersection of the trailing vortex sheet 
with the plane of the survey has been indicated in the 
figures; it is the line acros which there is an abrup t 
change in the lateral component of the velocity . It is 
also the line where the wake intersects ·the survey 
plane, as was verified by the dynamic-pressure surveys. 
The circles indicating the positions of the tip-vortex 
cores are somewhat more arbitrarily located; they are 
points that appear to be the approximate centers of 
rotation of the air flow near them. 
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Rolling-up of the trailing vortex sheet. - It was 
pos ible to determine from the surveys the extent of 
rolling-up of the sheet at each survey planc. From 
tokes' theorem, the total strength of the \'orticity r 
within an area S may be determined by integrating 
the tangential component of the velocity along the 
boundary G of the area. Thus, in tIl(' usual vector 
notation , 
- -
where dA and dr are, respectiyely, yector elements of 
area and of boundary, and V is the \'elocity yector. 
N ow, the circulation around the airfoil n,t, say, 1 
feet from the center is Imown [rom the e~'"Perimentn,1 
pan load li tribution and the air speed . This circu-
lation con titutes the amount of vorticity that mu t 
be shed from the trailing edge between this point and 
the airfoil tip. If the trailing vortex heet extended 
unchanged indefinitely downstream, the value of 
gS V·d; along any path that encloseu the edge of the 
sheet and cut the sheet 18 feet from tbe center, a , [or 
example, the path PQR in figure 9, should equal this 
circulation. Owing to the rolling-up, however, the 
amount of vorticity within such a path exceeds this 
amount, espeeially when the point at which the path 
cuts the heet is well back of the trailing edge. The 
excess indicates the extent of the rolling-up. 
uch integrations were performed along the rec-
tangular paths hown in figures 8 and 9. The integra-
tion along the e paths is particularly simple, for, alono-
the vertical sides, V·dr= V sin e elr and, along the 
horizontal side, V·ir= V sin -.f; ciT, where f) and -.f; are 
the experimentally determined pitch and yaw angle, 
V is the 10c01 air speed, and dr is the length of the path 
element. 
From the e integrations it wa fOlmd that, at 10 
feet behind the quarter-chord line, the total vorticity 
in the area of integration \Va 1.024 as much as the 
circulation around the airfoil at the 1 -foot station; 
whereas, at 26 feet behind the quarter-chord line, it 
was l.13 as much. The e value correspond, re pec-
tively, to tbe circulations that existed on the airfoil 
at 17.2 feet and 14.3 feet from the center. It follows 
that the vortex sheet leaving the trailing edge rolls up 
at uch a rate that, in the first survey plane, the vor-
ticity originally between 17.2 feet and the edge has all 
been concentrated between 1 feet and the tip; and, in 
the rear survey plane, the part originally outboard of 
14.3 feet ha been concentrated between 18 feet and 
the tip. Integrations about the inner parts of the 
vortex heet showed, as expected, that the inner part 
lost it much vorticity as the tip gained. 
The rest of the sheet must distend corre pondino-ly. 
Thu , the portion exten ling originally between the cen-
ter and 14.3 feet from the center has, at the 26-foot 
sur>ey plane, become so distended that it reaclle to 
I fcet. Fill·ther C\'iclence on thi distention i found 
in the surveys made in the vertical line 8 feet frum Lhe 
('enter (figs. and 9) . The rate of outwn.rcl displace-
ment of the yortex filaments 8 feet from the center i 
roughly given by the ayerage of the yaw angle iu t 
n.bove and jut bdo\\' the sheet. At ille 1 O-foot and the 
26-foot lIn'oy planc ', tl1C'~w n,Yer:lge' nng le'S nrc 2,.')° nnd 
:1.!5 0 , rcspccti \·el)' . The lllNl/l :dong lite' p:d h being III us 
:1nout 3° and the length of the p:d" heing fl ho{[L l!l feel , 
it follo\\·. that:1 yortpx rilnllleni I('tlving lite (railing 
eelge feet frolll [lie cenler lias 1110\'(·<1 oul to aboul 
R+ 19 tan :3 °= !) feet from lhe' ('enler h.v lhe lillle il 
reaches the l'enrl1losL suney plane. The pll ths of this 
filament , the filament leaving the trailing edge 14.3 
feet from the center, and the tip-vortex core have been 
indicated in figure 6. The uITey in the ymmetry 
phne and in the line 3 feet from it are of uncertain in-
terpretation, becau e the pressure-orifice mea me-
ments showed anomal us lift distribution near the 
center of the airfoil. 
It may be remarked that, although the eli t01'bon 
and eli tention found are not inconsiderable, the rolling-
up process, by which the vorticity is eventually concen-
trated into a pair of tip vortice ,appear to be still far 
[rom complete. This result is evident from the position 
of the tip-vortex core, located at the approximate center 
of rotation of the air flow near the tip. It has moyed in 
only to 96 percent of the emi pan whcrca , for com-
plete rolling-up, it would be at 7 percent of the semi-
span . Figme 10 show similar urveys behind the tip 
of the - by 4 -foot Clark Yairfoil. For complete roll-
ing-up, the tip vortex would be at about 87 percent of 
the semispan , \\'her-eas the survey shows it al most fll 
the tip. 
Further evidence of the displacement of the tip-
Yortex core is found in the photographs obtained in 
smoke-flow tu lies and reproduced in figure 11. The 
"1 ible flows were obtained with ke1'o ene vapor flowing 
pa t the tip of the tapered half-wing mounted on a re-
flecting board. The core of the tip vortex is easily di -
cCl'ned a far back in the mouth of the exit bell a can 
be seen, a totfl,l distance of about 50 feet. This ,isual 
method wa not capable of yielding quantitative re-
ults although, qualitatively, it was clear that the in-
ward (lisplacemont of the tip-vortex core was small. 
Kaden' theoretical calculations (reference 7) indi-
cate that the rolling-up proce s is not complete until a 
di tance of 0.56A/Cr, emispan behind the trailing 
edge of the airfoil. For a lift coefficient CL of 1.35 and 
an aspect ratio A of 6, this value is 2.5 emispans, or 
about four time as far back as i the usual location 
of the tail. It may be remarked that, in l[uttray's 
work (reference 8), tbe rolling-up, as determined by 
the inward displacement of the tip-,ortex core , was 
found to be' slower than is given by the foregoing 
expreSSIOn. 
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The effect of rolling-up on the downwash .- It will be 
recalled that, in the tentative scheme for calculating 
downwa h angles, the trailing vortex heet is a umed 
to originate at the lifting line and to extend unch ::1llged 
to in.fini ty. Th e qu e tion now arise a to how eriol} ly 
such rolling-up, distor tion, and disten tion of the trailing 
vortex sheet as were foun 1 in the preceding study 
affect the accuracy of the re ults computed on this 
basi . For purpo e of compari on, calculation were 
made of the downwa h angle in the symmetry pJane 
at a distance of 1.15 semispans behind the quarter-
chord line (corre ponding to the rearmost survey plan e 
behind the U. . A. 45 airfoil) u ing the theoretical 
spa.n load distribution for a 2: 1 tapered airfoil of aspcct 
ratio 6, for the following case (fig. 12): 
(a), (b), (c), (d)-Views sbowing tip vortex core forming at wing tips and moving downstream. Plain wing without flap. 
(e)-View of flow at tip of the wing with O.20c full·span split. flap deflected GOo. CO-View showing flow at the tip of a partial·span split flap. 
FIGURE H .-Smoke·flow pictures for the U . . A. 45 tapered airfoil in the full·scale wind tunnel. Wing vertical. 
113221-39-2 
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(n,) The vortex sheet a umed to be distorted an 1 
rolled up to the arne extent a :found at the rearmo t 
survey plane in the foregoing tudy and to exi t in this 
state from the winO' to infu1ity. The a tuaI vortex 
sheet of course, i di torted les than thi amount 
ahead of this position and more than thi amount 
behind this 'position. It i very difficult to take thi 
\Tlll'intion into account in the calculations, howE-vcr, 
consists of a relative vertical displacement. Thus, 
CUTVC C, which is the ame a b but hifted ver-
tically by an amount equal to the displacement of the 
center of the curved heet, doe not differ from that 
for a by more than 10 in the region of mtere t and 
differs from it hardly at all at small di tances above the 
wake. For low-wing or midwing monoplane , tlIC 
tail will usually be at mall di tance abo e the , lLkr 
2~-I--t--I-~ _OC~5~~5d5 · -1--+--+--+-1----7"'+---+--1 
x---- -.50 1.4· II 
1---1--+-.... + --- - 1.02 --8. 4· --1f---t---l--l---;lo'--+--+-9"i 
AI 0-- - 1. 44 15.5· // r 
f---1t--t--l\+- b-- - 1.35 -17 6·(Porl/y -+,-/.,r--+-+--+-4--I 
stalled)_ V ..; 
6 
-8 0 10 20 .5 
.6 .7 .8 .9 I.D 
Downwosh angle, E ,deg. Dynamic pressure in woke !L 
Dynamic pressure in f ree stream' % 
FIG URE 13.-Downwasb·anglc and dynamic-pressure surveys in tbe symmetry plane 18 feet 
behind the quartcr-chord line of the 8- by 4 -foot lark Yairfoil. 
5 '0 
Downwosh angle, E, deg. 
FIGURE 12.-Calculated downwasb for the planc of ymmetr y, 1.15 s mi-
spang behind the quarter·chord line of a 2:1 tapercd airfoil of aspect ratio 
6. I., 1.35. a , Vonex shect distorted as found for the U. . A. 45lapercd 
airfoil; lJ, Vortcx sheet assumed to xtcnd unchanged straight behind the 
quarter-chord line to inll.nity; c, same as b, but di placed verticall y by an 
amount equal to tbe di placement at the middle of tho distorted sheet . 
and the error involved in a su:rning the di tortion to be 
uniform appears to be negli!cible. 
(b) The vort x heet a umed to be neither di -
tor ted nor rolled up but to extend straight behind the 
quarter-chord line to infinity. 
The curves in figlU'e 12 how the corre ponding 
clownwa h angle, calculated for C[,= 1.35, plotted 
again t yertical di tance from tbe level of the quarter-
chord line. The Cllrye for b i distinctly eparate 
from that for a. Most of the difference, however, 
and the downwash computed as for C will tberefore, 
[or the e case, correspond to the actual di tortecl 
vortex heet. FUTthermol'e, it will be recalled that the 
pre ent example is very nearly a limiting, if not an 
exaggerated case; for the more u ual conditions, the 
distortion will be much Ie s, and the difference between 
a and c will be negligible. 
The followinO' conelu ion is tbu reached: In the com-
putation of lownwa 11 angle behind plain airfoils, iL i 
usually ufficiently accurate to neO'lect the distention of 
the vortex heet and to take into account the distortion 
imply by con idering the entire vortex sheet to be 
di placed vertically by an amount equal to the displace-
ment of the center line of the actual di torted heet. 
This displacement, in tml1, i readily calculated, for the 
center line pa e through the trailing edge and move 
I 
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downward witb the downwasb itself. It inclination 
at every point i the downwa h angle € at t bat point; 
hence the vertical displacement from the trailing edge 
is given simply by the expression 
.~: E. tan f dx 
Influence of the wake .- The wake, which is the 
rearward extension of the boundary layer and which 
t5 
~ 
~ 0 .z .4 .6 .8 1. 0 1.2 
Longitudin al d is tance Trom }4 -chord point. 
1.4 1.6 
semispons 
FIGUn E H .- D ownwasb·sng\e contours in t.he symmetry plane behind the 12·100\ 
U. S. A. 45 tapered a irfoil. « , 11.5°; Ce, 1.175. 
coincides with the trailing vortex sheet, affect the 
motion of the air in its vicinity . There is a flow of air 
toward the wake center, as will be obvious on con ider-
ing that the veloci ty in the wake increases with di tance 
from the trailing edge, requiring that the stream lines 
converge. The effect therefore consists of an increase 
in the downwash above the wake and a decrease in the 
downwash below it. 
Some indication as to the magnitude of the effect for 
airfoils without flaps may be obtained from the surveys 
made in the symmetry plane behind tbe 8- by 48-foot 
Clark Y airfoil . The dynamic pressm es and the down-
wash angle in the wake region are plotted in figure 13 
for five different lift coefficients. The effect at tbe two 
lowest lift coefficients is too small to be detected. At 
the next two lift coefficient (OL= 1.02 and 1.44), the 
downwash above the wake exceed that below it ; but 
no quantitative information on the wake effect can be 
obtained from tbe e data, because the distortion of the 
vortex sheet al 0 con tributes a disymmetry of the 
ame order of ma.gnitude. Tbe curve for the partly 
stalled wing (OL = 1.35) shows an effect amounting to 
several degrees. 
Theoretical calculations of the wake effect on dow-n-
wash based on the wake description presented in a later 
section of this r eport have been made. They indicate, 
in agreement with these data, that the maximum effect 
of the wake on the downwash angle at the tail i about 
0.2° for unstalled plain ·wings. For wings with high-
drag flap or for partly stalled wing , tbe effect may be 
ten times as great. Details of these calculations will 
be given after the discussion of the wake eq uations. 
Sweepback and dihedral.- Wings with sweepback 
introduce some complication into the theory , since the 
component vortices for such a ca e do not have the 
simple rectangular U-shape. Some computation made 
for a wing with a normal amount of sweepback showed 
the effect to be much too small to require considera-
tion. The lifting line may therefore be assumed to be 
perpendicular to the ymmetry plane and to pass 
through the quarter-chord point of the root section . 
Dihedral has an indirect effect on the dov.TIlwash i 
that it gives the trailing vortex sheet an initial distortion 
which, however , is usually small. Thus, for the . S. A. 
45 tapered airfoil , the shed vortex heet leaves the trail-
ing edge with an initial dihedral of about 3.5°, thereby 
.3 
t-=c r-
---; ~ ~ 1 t---... 
- N 
I ~ 
.2 
L I~ 
c\) '" 
- ~ 
'-- r'\: 
\ 
I 
I 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 !.O 
Distance from center line. semispon 
F WU HE 15.-'l' beoretical span load distribution lor t be 12-Coot U. S. A. 45 tapered 
airfoil and the eq ui valent stepwise distribution used in tbe down wash calculations. 
CL,1.175. 
contributing only about one-fifth of the total distortion 
found in the real'mo t survey plane. 
Span load distribution.- It may be poin ted ou t that, 
in order to carry out a computation of the downwash 
angles, it will u ually be necessary to use the theoretical 
pan load di tribution as derived, for example, by the 
method of Glauer t (reference 9) or of Lotz (reference 
10) . The theoretical span load distribution thus derived 
corresponds closely to the actual distribution, provided 
that the airfoil has a reasonably high aspect ratio 
and rOLlnded tips, although its accmacy in the neighbor-
hood of di continuities in either chord or angle is qu e -
tionable. 
Sample calculation of downwash and comparison 
with experiment.- It may be desirable to illustrate by 
an example the computation of the dO'wnwash angles 
behind an airfoil and to show, by comparison with 
experiment, the accuracy of the r esults . The experi-
mental downwash-angle contour map (fig . 14) for the 
12-foot tapered au'foil at CL = 1.175 was chosen for the 
compan son. 
For the theoretical curve of pan load distribution 
(fig . 15), an approximately equivalent, stepwise dis-
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tribution is substi tuted. A vortex of strength given 
by the amount of the rise is considered to be hed at 
each step, and the downwash angles are computed for 
poin ts in the symmetry plane by means of equation (1). 
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F,GU RE 20.-Downwash-angJ<l and (\ynamic-pressur<l contours in the symmetr y 
plane oHhe 5- by 3Q-incb Olark Yairfoil. D ynamic pressures aro sbownns fractions 
o[ [rce-stream dynamic pressure. 
It i a sumed here that the trailing vortices extend 
unchanged indefinitely down tream. The resulting 
downwash-angle contour map is shown in figure 16. 
Distorting this map so that the center line goes through 
tbe trailing edge and ba , at every point, an inclination 
equal to the dO'Nnwash angle at that point, leads to the 
map of figure 17, which is now to be compared with the 
experimental map (fig. 14). I t will be seen that the 
agreement is, on the whole, satisfactory, particularly 
in the region where the tail plane is usually located, 
namely, about 0.75 emi pan back. Tbe following 
di crepancies may be noted: 
1. The theoretical downwash angle approaches 7.8° 
on the center line at large eli tances, wherea the experi-
mental downwash angle has already dropped to 7° at 
two semispans back and appears to be still decrea ing 
rapidly with di tance. This difference, as was hown 
by computation, is due to the distortion of the vortex 
sheet into a channel, the depth of which is about 0.4 
emispan. It may be remarked that, for complete 
rolling-up, with the two halves of the trailing vortex 
sheet concentrated at their centroids, the downwash 
angle would be 5.0° in this region. 
2. There is a dissymmetry in the experimental down-
wash map at the farther distances behind the airfoil 
~8 {S 
V W-1 
V 
.4 
J I I 
/ 
V " I I I I 
Longitudinal d is tance 
y from quorler-chord point, semispons i 0 - 0.8 -+----I 
o /.2 
X 1.6 
.8 Ii? /. 6 2.0 
L i ft coeffic ient, CL 
FIG UnE 21.- VariatioD o[ maximnm downwasb angle in the symmetry plano witb 
CL for tbe 2- by IHoot Clark Y airfoil. 
in that the angles decrease faster below the maximum 
than above it. This dissymmetry is also due to the 
deformation of the sheet, as may be seen by referring 
to curve a of figme 12 . 
3. There is a region of large downwash angles above 
the center line, just behind the airfoil. This character-
istic is predicted by airfoil-section theory and may be 
observed, for example, in the theoretical flow about the 
Clark Y section (fig. 3). 
Other less complete comparisons between theoretical 
and e:ll.rperimental downwash angles are given infigme 
18, where the maximum theoretical and experimental 
downwash angles are plotted against longitudinal posi-
tion. The agreement i atisfactory, although the ex-
perimental downwash angles are omewhat larger than 
the theoretical except where the distortion and the rolling-
up of the vortex sheet become considerable, as for the 
10- by 30-inch airfoil at OL= 0.91. Figme 19 shows 
experimental downwa h-angle contom map for the 
2- by 12-foot airfoil at two lift coefficient. Figure 20 
hows imilar contour map for the 5- by 30-inch airfoil 
and also shows the wake. This figure is of particular 
interest, for it show clearly that the downwash maxima 
lie slightly above the wake. 
If it is assumed that, for a wing without twi t, the 
span load distributions (or circulation distribution) arc 
similar at all angles of attack, it follows that downwash 
should be proportional to the lift coefficient. Examples 
of the proportionality between downwash and lil'L 
coefficient are shown in figme 21. 
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WINGS WITH FLAPS 
Pro ide 1 that the span load distribution is knowil, the 
downwR,sh may be computed for a flapp ed wing ju t a 
for a plain wing. It must be recognized, however, that 
the inaccuracies discussed in the preceding section, 
which were concluded to have relatively mall effect for 
plain wing, here acquire increased importance. 
The wake, in particular, i many times stronger than 
that for a plain wing, and i ts effect in increasing the 
clownwa h angle near its upper border and decreasing 
them near it lower border is much more pronounced. 
Figure 22 hows the wake profiles and the correspondin g 
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(a) External-airfoil flap deflected 20°; C L. 2.08. 
(b) Split flap deflected 60°; C L. 2.01. 
:E'WURE 24.- omparison o( ex-perimental with calculated DJaximUID dO\"\TDWash 
behind tho 2- by 12-foot Clark Y airfoil with full-span flaps. 
downwa,sh-angle l)lo ts in the plane of the elevator hinge 
line behind the low-wing monoplane wi th flaps down. 
Tbe effect mentioned is seen to be considerable near the 
middle of the wake but is small out ide the wake. For 
compari OD , similar plots for the wing with flaps up are 
shown in flgure 23. 
In fi.gure 24 , the maximum theoretical and experi-
mental downwash angles are plotted against longitu-
dinal po ition for two ca es of the 2- by 12-foot airfoil 
with full-span flaps. The excess of tbe experimen tal 
over the theoretical ma:Arimum down wash is approxi-
mately accounted for by the wake effect, as wi.ll be 
hown in a later ection of this Teport. The experi-
mental downwash-angle con tOUT map for the e two 
Cil ses are given in figures 25 and 26. 
The deformation of the trailing vortex heet fo r the 
ca e of partial- pan flaps is al 0 much more extensive 
than for the plain '¥ing. Such distortion is indicated 
by the urvey shown in figure 27, made in the vertical 
plane containing the elevator hinge line, behind the 
low-wing monoplane with flaps down_ The trailing 
vortex heet ha been swep t down sharply between 
the flap tip and the center. Tbe origin of this p -
culiar deformation will be ob,-ious on considerincr 
the direction of rotation of tho flap-tip and the wing-
tip vortice . 
D ata wi th which to tu Iy eparately the foregoing 
influences are limited, and un exhau tive discussion of 
their effects is therefore not warranted. It appears 
likely, in view of the study for the plain wing, that no 
large discrepancy need be expected between the actual 
downwa h angle and those compu ted by the previously 
described method, 11nle s the {lap span is inordinately 
small. 
Calculation of down wash angles.- The theoretica l 
downwash angle may be computed by the method that 
was given for plain wings, using the theoretical span load 
distribution, which, in these case, consist of two parts, 
that for the plain wing and that for the flap. The flap 
contribution were calculated by the method of refer-
ence 10, ufficient data from lift measurements being 
available in each case to furni h the variable needed 
for the computation . 
It may be de irable to tate more explicitly the ba i 
for the computation of the downwa h increments due 
to flap. The relative change in lift distribution on 
lowering a flap is nearly independent of the angle af 
attack, and the absolute change in the ection lift 
coefficient Gl at any section is approximately propor-
tional to the total increase in the \¥ing lift coefficient 
Or,,. The re ultan t loading and the resultant vortex 
sy tem are therefore the sum of those of the plain wing 
at the given ancrle of attack ancl those due to the flap , 
which are prop or ional to OLf" The resulting down-
wash is, COrTe pondingly, the um of that of the plain 
wing at the given attitude and that due to the flap , the 
flap component again beinD" proportional to OLI" The 
vertical displacement of the center line of the down-
wash-angle pattern is similarly additive. 
In these pan-loading calculation , the FOUl"icr coeffi-
cients for the chord di tribution were found by Pear-
son 's system (reference 11) and the Fourier coefficien ts 
for the angle distribution were found by the usual 
method of integr ation. Ten terms of the series for the 
loading were used except in the ca e of the flap with the 
center cutaway, for which 20 terms were used. A 
reasonable number of terms doe not uffice to give 
the hape of the loading cune very clo e to the edge of 
a flap ; the curve is therefore more or less arbitro,rily 
drawn in this r gian , the main conJi tion being that i t 
be ver tical at the po ition of th fl ap tip . 
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FraullE 27.-Dynamic prossure and direction of ai r Dow in tbc vcrtical plane tbrougb tbe elevator binge. Vectors denote deviation of air Oow Crom frce·stream direetioll. 
Dynamic pressures in fracLions oC tbe Cree·stream dyuamic pressure. Low-wing monoplane; 55-percent-span plain nap; 6/, 45°; CL, 1.725; a. 11.1°. l\'ote t hat the 
vertical scale is twice tbe horizontal. 
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Sample calculation for flapped wings and comparison 
with experiments.- Figure 2 to 30 illustrate tep 
ill the downwa h-an O'le calculation for the ca e of the 
2- by 12-foot airfoil with 70-perc nt-span plit flap at 
CL = 1. 5. The lift coefficient consi t of two par t , 
CLw= 1.16 an 1 CLr= 0.69 ; the correspondinO' two con-
tribution to the pan load di tribution are hown in 
figure 2. The corre ponding downwa h-angle pat-
terns, neO'lecting di tortion or eli placement of the hed 
, c"w - 1.16 
, 
.2 I ~ / CL f - 0 69 ~ 
I--
-.............. \ 
'" r '\ \ 
1"'-- \ 
---~ 
o .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 
Dis t ance from c en t er line, s emispon 
FIGU RE 2S.-00ntributions of plain wing and of flap to span load distribution on 
tbe 2- by 12-foot Olark Y airfoil witb 70-perooll t-span spli t lIap. ~/, 600 ; GLw' 1.16, 
CLI> 0.69. 
vortex heet , aTe shown in figure 29. Adding these 
two contour map and hifting the center line 0 that 
its inclination equals the downwash angle at every 
point gives the contour map hown in figure 30, which 
is now to be compared with the experimental downwash-
angle contour map shown in figure 31 (a). Th dis-
agreement between the two is not large and i quanti-
tatively attributable to the wake effects , as will appear 
later . 
Figure 31 contain experimental clownwash-angle 
contour maps, in the symmetry planes, for the 2- by 
12-foot airfoil with 40-percent -span and 70-percent-
span split flaps and with the 70-percen t- pan pht 
flap having a 12.5-percent-span cutaway at the cnter. 
In figure 32, the maximum do\-vnwa h angle is plotted 
against the longitudinal po ition and compared with 
the computed values. The di.fference between the 
experimental and the theoretical value may be a cl'ibed 
to two effect : that of the wake, which increases the 
downwa h ; and that of the rolling-up, which, althollO'h 
insignificant for plain wing , appreciably re luces the 
downwa h for hort- pan flap . Thu, for the 70-
percent flap, the fir t effect pr dominates (fig. 32 (a)) ; 
wherea , for the 40-percen t flap at the higher lift 
coefficient, the second effect predominate (fig. 32 (c)) . 
A di crepancy of the order of 40 exi ts in the cs e 
of the 70-per ent fl ap with the cu taway at the center. 
Agreement can hardly be expected, however, for there 
is lit tle ju tification in using the lifting-line theory to 
cnlcuJate the pan load distribution near a cutawny 
L11iI,t i slUn.lJer than Llw wing ehord 01' in a suming 
Lll aL Lue vortex sheet slJC<l h om the region of the cu L-
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away would not be thoroughly distorted after a very 
hort distance, Till case i of Ie s practical impor-
tunce than migh t be uppo ed, because the added liIt 
due to it flap appears to be cn.lTied 11 1'0 s the III elage 
even tbOllO'h til flap themsel ve lllay end n t the 
wing-fuselage junetuJ'e, 
DOWl WAS H BEHJ D STALLED AlRFOILS 
The lllatLer of down wa h behind stnlled airfoil i of 
importance from considemtions of stabiliLy and con-
trol at the tall. The available datu, for su h ca e are 
limited; hence an ext nsive treatment of the ubject i 
not po ible, A discu sion based on that for un-
stalled airfoil and ill agreement wi th the small amount 
o[ tlaLu available may, however, be u e[uI. 
The ubject divide itself naturally in to two part, 
dependillg on whether the willg stall at the tips or at 
the center. The effect oI t<l lling on dowllwa sh Iall 
roughly under two heads: (n) effect of the trong 
wake, and (b) eIl'ect of the change in the span louu 
distribution, 
For a wing ta lled at Lbe Lip , tJlC spall load eli Ll'i-
bution may be compared with tlw t for a wing WiUl u, 
partial- pan flap a hown, for example, in figure 2 , 
wh ere the edge o[ t he flap cone ponds to the edge of 
tIle low-lif t talled region. The downwa h in the 
region of the tail will therefore, for a given lift coeffi-
cient, be greu,ter for the stalled wing than lor tbe un-
talled wing, becau e a ub t,mtial part of the vorticity 
that, for the wlstalled ,,-mg, leave the wing at the tip, 
I now 1 aves aL tIl e edge of the stalled region , 
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DOWNWASH A D WAKE BEHIND PLArN AND FLAPPED AIRFOIL 17 
An example of thi effect will be noted when the mid-
wing model i di cussed. The wing being highly 
tapered, the stall in this case progres e inward from 
the tip. After the tip begin to ta ll, the liit remains 
nearly con tant with increa e in ano-Ie of attack and, 
correspondingly, 0 doe the theoretical downwa h 
(as computed for the unstalled ,vllW). The experi-
mental downwa h , for the rea on ju t given, con-
tinues to increase a the edge of the stall ed region 
move inward. 
Wing with low taper ratio, or with \Va hout, will 
tall first at the center. In addition to the change in 
the vortex distribution , correspondino- to the change in 
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FlGIJRE 32.-Colllpariso n or calculated and experimental down wash behind the 2· 
by 1'.l·(oot Clark Y airroil witb partial-span split flaps a t various lilt coefficients. 
6, ,60°. 
span load distribution, the presence of the wake clo e to 
or pas ing over the ta il is an importan t factor. The 
wake is very wide, bu t tbe position o( i ts center ca n 
probably be predicted with fnir accunwy from the span 
load di tribution by the proces previously described. 
As will be explained in a la ter ection, the center of the 
wflke leaves the wing, not at the trailing edge, but at a 
point abou t (c j2) sin a above the trailing edo-e. In 
general, when a wing tall at the center, the cent r of 
the wake moves upward. If the tall is gradual, this 
displacemen t will be mall; if the lift drops harpJy 
aero s the cen ter of the wing, the vor tice rolling ofr 
at the edge of the stalled portion \vill rotate in uch a 
sen e a to contribu te an upward mo tion to the wake. 
The curve of figure 13 for tbe Clark Y airfoil at a = 17.6° 
illustr ates tllis efrect. I t will be con tha t both the 
middJe p01'iLion of the wake anJ the mean downwash 
angle in the wake arc approximately the same as for 
a = 1.4°, al though the lift coefficient i three time as 
much. The figure al 0 demon trates the other char-
acteri tic of the air flow nenr a trong wake; namely, 
that, becau e of the flow of air into the wake, the down-
wa h above it i increa ed, while that below it i de-
crefisecl. The effect in this case amounts to about 3° 
or 4°. 
WAKE 
The wake may be defined a the regi n behind a wing 
in which the drag due to skin friction appears a a de-
creased total pre me. Bernoulli' equation doe not 
apply within it, for there i a gradient in dynamic pre. -
sure, whereas the static pre sme is almost constan t . 
Owing to turbulent mLnng at its boundaries, the wake 
widens with increasing distance down tream and at 
the same time beeome Ie inten e. Far behind the 
wing, the wake become 0 thoroughly diffu od with the 
urrounding tream that it pre ence can no longer be 
observed. Typical distribution of dynamic pressure 
in the wake are shown in figure 33. 
Calculations for tail- mface de ign require a knowl-
edge of the wake location, with reference to the tail, 
and of the wake dimensions. It will be shown that the 
wake location is dependent on the airfoil lift and that 
the wake dim en ion are functions of the profile drag 
and essentiall y independent of the lift. 
LOCATJO OF THE WAKE 
The wake behind a wing has been Il0IVn (figs. ,9, 
and 27) to coincide with the trailing vort x heet. 
This coincidence is due to the common origin of the wake 
and the vor tex sheet at or near the trailing edge of the 
wing and their equal freedom to move in the induced-
velocity field behind the wing. It has previously been 
hown that the ver tical eli placement h of the vortex 
heet from an origin at the trailing edge i given with 
ati factory accuracy by 
h= J1~EtaJ1 E dx 
f r the C.lses of wiug without Haps at low and 1ll0uerlLte 
lift coe£Jicient. The neces ity for an accurate Imowl-
edge of the er ticallocation of the \ ake r equires that 
further consideration be givell to the case of Happed 
wino-s and wings at liCt coeffi.cient at and above the 
stall . 
Difficulties in d.etermining the vertical location of 
the wake for the aforemen tioned cases arise, first, in 
establishing t,he vertical location of the origin of tho 
wake at the trailing edge and, second, in evaluating the 
error introduced by the as umption made in comput-
ing the height of the vortex sheet. The implified 
trailing-vortex sy tem that has been shown to give 
'ati factory acc uracy in dowllwa h-angl comp uLations 
may lead to om · whaL larger error ill 0 timaLing tlw 
wake location. 
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FIGUIlE 33.-Wake proOlcs showing dynamic pressure in the symmetry plane at thr e distanoos hehind the U. . A. 45 tapered airfoil at different JilL coefficients. 
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From the expel'imentalllap data available, it was not 
possible to isolate the di crepancie with the theory 
caused by improper choice of the wake origin from those 
due to the use of the simplified trailing-vortex ystem. 
It was therefore necessary to resort to an empiri al 
method that fit the experim ntal data for full- pan 
flap 'with considerable accuracy. For the case of 
partial- pan flap at high lift, the wake will generally 
(a) 
"Separation 
(a) A flapped airfoil. 
(b) A com pletely stalled airfoil. 
(0) A partl y stalled airfoiL 
F1GUltE 34.-Slrea mJincs illustrnting tha origi n of the wake lor flapped a nd sta lled 
airfoils. 
be slightly above the vuIue glVen by the empirical 
expre lOn. 
For a wing with a deflected flap , it i apparent that 
the origin of the vortex sheet and the wake i below the 
original trailing edge of the wing. Ina much a the 
flow over the upper surface and that over the trailing 
edge of the deflected flap are separated by a eli tance 
equal to about c/ in 0/ (fiO". 34), it was assumed a a 
fi rst appro).'imation that the wake has thi thickness at 
the trailing edge 'with the center at a distance of 
(c//2) sin 0/ below the original trailing dge. With thi 
assumption of the position of the wake center and the 
further as umption that the wake wa leflected behind 
the winO" by an amount equal to J/~.E. tan e dx, a large 
number of comparisons were made with available experi-
mental data on the wake location behind flapped wing . 
A systematic discrepancy between the theoretical and 
the experimental value wa noted that wa primarily a 
function of the flap deflection. The type of flap ( plit, 
plain, or external-airfoil) appeared to be of only econd-
ary importance and has therefore been neglected. 
Value of k, which i the correction factor for the loca-
tion of the wake origin at the trailing edge, !Lre givcn 
in figure 35. Positive values of k indicate downward 
di placements. 
The location of the wak origin behind a flapped 
wing with l' ference to the oriO"inn-l (fl!Lp up) triLiling 
edO"e of the wing i tbus given a 
h= (c//2) sin o/+ kc+ j X tan E dx 
T.E. 
Owing to the relatively low change in E with distance 
behind the wing, a graphical integration of tan E dx may 
readily be performed. The values of e are obtained 
from downwa h-angle chart, uch as figure 16 and 29. 
vVhen the wing stalls, the downwa h at the wing 
center may be ei ther increa ed or deCI·en- ed depending 
on whether the wing stalls first at the tips or at the 
center. The center of the wake in the region of the 
trailing edge of a section is always rai ed, however, 
when the ection either partly or completely stall . 
. 08 
v 
V .04 
/ 
~ 
--.... r-- V -..... o k 
......,. 
- .04 
-.08 
o 80 
FIG Ul.E 35.- Plot of factor k for correction to the vertical position of the wake origin 
at t he t railing edge of a wing witb a !lap. 
For ca es in which the ection i partly taIled (fig. 
34 (c)) the wake center may be rai ed an amount equal 
to (c s/2) sin (x, in which Cs is the length of the wing 
chord over which the eparation occm. For a com-
pletely taIled wing, c. approximately equal c. The 
foregoing approximations for location of. the cen ter of 
the wake with reference to the trailing edge of an 
unflapped wing have hown satisfactory agreement 
with the experimental data. 
For the ca e of a flapped wing at the stall, the wake 
center 'will be raised ~1.bove the trailing edge by an 
amount equal to (c./2) sin ex and, owing to the flap, will 
be lowered by an amount equal to (c/ /2) in 0/ 0 that the 
resultant displacement of the origin may be obtained a 
the algebraic sum of the e two term . 
The wake displacement behind the wing depends 
directly on the downwa h. It is not to be expected , 
therefore, that the wake location for a talled wing may 
be predicted with great accuracy unless the exact natUl"e 
of the tall is known and the change in the load di tri-
bution due to the stall is taken into account. 
-----------~------- - ------------- --~------- ----- -------- ---- - -----------
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WAKE DIMENSlO S 
The profile drag of an airfoil ection may be approxi-
mately equated to the loss of momentum in the wake, 
a hown by Betz (ref renee 12) by the equation 
do= p J:", u(U-u) dz 
in which U i the veloci ty in t he free tream and u i 
the local veloci ty in the wake. At di tance behind the 
airfoil comparable with t he tail-plane location where the 
static pressur e in th e wake ha reached that of the free 
stream, the momentum equation may be approximated 
by the more elementary expre ion 
(2) 
in which Cdo i the section profile- lrag coefficient, q/qo i 
the ratio of th dynamic pres UTe in the wake to that 
in the free tream, and B i th e wake width. Experi-
mental inves tigation have shown excellent agreement 
with this expres ion even for the ease of wing" wi th 
flap (reference 13). 
The wake may be completely de cribed by the width 
B, t he loss of dynamic pre sure at the wake center !1q. 
and lihe hape of the wake profil . 
an aid in o-eneralizing the re ul t , the following 
non dimensional ratio h ave been adopted: 
dynamic-pre UTe 10 s at center line of wake t.q 
7J = dynamic pres UTe in free stream ' go 
1 wake wid th B 
!: = 2 wino· hord ' 2c 
>:> 
~ = el i tance bebin 1 trailing edge of ·wing l 
·wing chord ' c 
In a theoretical anal i of the walee behind a two-
dinlensional body , a umino- the turbulent mixing 
length to be propor tional to the wake width , Prandtl 
(refer£'nce 14) hn ind icated the followin o- relation 
!: oc ~tc(/ot 
The e proportionalitie have been investigated by 
rne(l n of the experimen tal data. The wake width for 
the three ymmetrical airfoils at zero lift are plotted 
against eli tance from th wing trailing edge in :figUl'e 36 . 
The curve are all parabolic, as indicated by the Pnmdtl 
expre ion. The origin i shifted to ~ = - 0.15, which i 
to be expected, owing to the already fin ite boun dll ry-
layer width at the wing trailing edge. In figure 37 i 
shown the vll riation of the wake > idth 2r wi th cao for 
a fixed valu e of ~ (~::::' 1.5 ) . T he predicted pI' por tion-
a,li ty with Ca/ is ve t'ified, [or the tes t points may be 
fitted to a parabola, the equation of which is .\=0. 9 
t cao . 
From th.e arne test data, con esponding values of the 
relative 10 se in dynamic pres ure at the wake center 
.20 
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F IGURE 36.-IIIustrations of parabolic relation between wake widtb and distance 
behind tbe t railing edge. 
." are plotted again t Cdo (fig. 3 ) ; the predicted propor-
tionality of 7J wit h cn/ is again substantia ted. The 
variation in 7J with distance from the trailing edge i 
shown in figure 39 for the . A. O. A. 001 airfoil . I n 
contrast to the Prancitl relation , the variati.on in this 
case appear to be wi th the inver e first power of t 
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FIGURE 37.-D1ustration of parabolic relation between wake width and profile drag. 
D istance behind t railing edgc, ~, 1.5 chord Icngths. (Data from reference 13.) 
rather than with the inver e ~ power. The di crepancy 
is doub tless a sociated with the high value of 7J neal' 
the trailing edge, for in Prandtl 's eli cu ion i t wa as-
sumed that 7J is mall . The inver e fir t power will be 
tentatively r etaine 1, although i t i recognized that an 
obviou incon i ten y exi t for large value of~. 
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Applying the proportionality constants derived from 
the data lead to the equations 
t 2.42 cao 
~ + 0.3 (3) 
.\ = 0.68 cd/(~+ O.15)! (4) 
CUl'V es r epre onting these equ[\,tions are plotted in 
figure 40 and 41. Combining (3) and (4) leads to the 
equation ' 
.\/'r/ = 0. 2 (~+ 0 . 1 5 )t (~ + 0 .3 ) 
1:3' .7r-'--.--r-~-r~--~-r~--r-'--.--r-~~ 
FIG URE 3B.-Dlustration of pa rnboHc relation between maximuJll dynamic-pressure 
loss in wake Bnd profile·drag cooffici ent. Distance behind trailillg edge, t, 1.5 
chord lengths. (Data from reference 13.) 
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FIGURE 39.-Illustration Of in verse relation between dynamic-pressure loss and dis-
tance behind the traHiug edge for the N . A. O. A. OOlS airfoil. 
The ratio of the wake width to the deficiency of dy-
namic pressure at the wake center i thus hown to be 
independent of the value of Cdo ' 
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A complete description of the wake requires, in ad-
dition to t and Ti, tbe variation of the relative los in 
dynamic pre sme Ti' with the distance t' from the 
wake center line. The non dim en ional wake profile 
mea m ed on the three symmetrical airfoil at differen t 
distance behind the trailing edO"e are shown in :figure 
42. Although the profile vary somewhat, in the 
range of eli tances corresponding to the u ual tailloca-
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FIGUI<E 42.- Yariatioll of dynamic-pressure loss across the wake. 
-= 1- -~' [ (")I.70J' ~ r 
tion the profile shape may be closely approximated by 
either of the following empirical equations: 
(5) 
Equation (2) can be rewritten as 
ubstitution of value of Ti' from eqllation (5) and 
integration of the area under the wake profile provide 
the interesting 1'e ult that 
(6) 
An expre sion for Cao in term. of Ti and t mfty also be 
obtained from equfttions (3) and (4): 
(7) 
Values of K a from equation (7) are plotted again t 
~ in figure 43. The value of Ka is tIDity at two chord 
length behind the airfoil; accordingly, only in this 
region are equation (6) and (7) in good agreement. 
'1'be differences at the other values of ~ are attributed to 
the changing bape of the wake profiles with di tance 
behind the airfoil and to the relative inaccmacy of 
equation (2) at mall di ta.nces behind tbe wing. 
Wake of stalled airfoils.- Although the empiricnl 
equations (3) an 1 (4) for the wake (limen ions were 
developed from 1'e ul t obtained at lifts below the stall , 
they apply with reasonable accuracy above the staU 
provided that the profile-drag coefficient of the stalled 
wing ahead of the particular region i known. 
The rapid variation of cao wit.h CL at the stall and tbe 
inexact knowledge of the profile-drag coefficients of 
tolled I' partly stalled section usually make an exact 
calculation difficult. When the e data are available, 
satisfactory agreement is obtained, as shown by the 
comparison of the experimen tal and the pred icted wnke 
dimension for the case of the stall ed U. S. A. 45 a irfo il 
in figure 33. 
Interesting comparisons of the wake of the U. S. A. 
45 nirfoi] at lift coefficients sligh tly above and below the 
stall can be obtained from a study of fiO'ures 44 to 47 . 
The wak contour are marked in fraction of the free-
stream dynamic pressure (I - Ti' ) and 1'e nlt are given 
for urveys in planes at three longitudinal di tances 
behind the airfoil and in the plane of ymmet1'Y of the 
airfoil. 
It may be noted for the urvey a t a longitud inal 
distance of 1.1 chord lengths (figs. 44 (b) and 45 (b)) 
bebind the trailing edge of the wing, which most nearly 
cO I I 
) , .' t ' ' t · ' Jr l-t- rom m eqra IOn a 
woke profile 5;iven 
\-- t-- by equa"iOj (. '! 
., : ~ 
I I I-~ l--
-I J----: l-v 
- --- .. -' 
r-"Fram T) and t volues _ J--
-- in equations (3) and (4) 
i l 
I I I 
o / c 3 
D,stance behind trailmg edge. ( .chord lengths 
FIGURE 43.- RelatioD between profile-drag coemcient and tho product of wake half-
width by maximum dynsmic·pressure 10 . 
cOITe pond to the Ll ual tail location, that the dynamic 
pre sure in the plane of symmetry of the wing and at 
the wake center lUle changes from o. qo for the un taJled 
condition to 0.5 qo at several degree above the sta.lI . 
The value of ." is therefore increa ed from 0.2 to 0.5. 
The corresponding profile-drag coefficien ts fo r the un-
stalled and the stall cl conditions a re 0.01 n.nd 0.130, 
respectivcly (reference 1) . 
ince Ti ex: Cdo\ it may be expected that 
Cdot Slalied 1 b 1 and -,--- shou d e equa . 
Ti unslallea ClIO' unstalled 
A fau'ly sati factory agreement is found; thus, upon 
ub titution of the numerical values, the fir t ratio give 
2.5 and the second gives 2.7. 
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Calculation of th e wake effect on downwash angle .--
F rom the equa tion 71 ' = 1) co 21; and the defini tion of 1) ' , 
V 2 
1)'= l -V/ 
it follows that the velocity V a t a point ( ~ , r) m the 
wake is given by 
~o =.J 1 - 1) cos2;r 
The flow (in two dimensions) passing between a point 
(~, 0) on th e wake center and th e point distant .I ' above 
i t (~, .1'), is 
in which 1) and S' are functions of Cdo and ~ _ The stream 
function if; can be evalua ted from tables of ellip tic 
integrals ; for a p articular pair of values of Cdo and ~, i t 
is a function of t'- Aiter this function has been com-
puted for different values of ~, streamlines may be 
drawn, for they ar e loci of points for which the values 
of if; are cons tan t _ The inclination of the s treamline 
pas ing through any point is th e wak e effect on th e 
down wash angle at that poin t . 
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The calculation, a here de cribed , applie for points 
lying within the wake (S' /s;'i:, 1). The effect dimini hes 
with di tance from the edge of the wake. Inasmucll 
a the tail plane is not u ually very fa r from the wake, 
the effect at the tail may be considered equal to that 
at th e wake edge near it. Figure 4 hows the result 
of the calculation for cdo= 0.1 and 0.2, for ~= 1.S , 
which corresponds approximately to the U ll al longi-
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FrGORE 'J8.-ElTcct of wako on dowll\msb at 1.5 chord lengths behind the trailing 
edge. 
tudinal location of the tail plane. At much higher 
drag coefficients, the effect becomes 0 large that it i 
no t pos ible to predict, wi th any accuracy, the down-
wa h in the wake behind completely stalled airfoils . 
An example may be seen in the surveys behind the 
stalled low-wing monoplane with flaps down (fig . 
22 (a)); the profile-drag coefficient of the stalled section 
i about 0.5 , and the maximum efJect on the downwa h 
angle is about ISO. 
APPLICATION TO A AIRPLA E 
In order to how the application of the method, it 
will be applied to the case of the typical midwing-mono-
plane model, for which experimental data are available 
for comparison. 
The calculations are ba ed on the theoretical span 
load dis tributions of figure 49. For convenience, the 
curve for the plain wing is shown for CI'w= 1.00 and that 
for the flap is for CL,=0.64. Figure 50 indicate the 
progre s of the calculation for the ca e of flap up, at 
CL = 1.1. The downwash-angle contours are hown first 
undi placed and then displace I in the manner pre-
viously discussed, 0 that the center line passe through 
the trailing edge and fo llows the downflow. For pur-
poses of comparison with pitching-moment results, it 
correction factor of 0.95 houid be applied in order to 
ob tain the average value along the span of the tail. 
Incidentally , it may be noted that this cen ter line and 
the wake center line which coincide with it faU below 
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FIGURE 49.- Contributions 01 plain wi ng and 01 [lap to the span load distr ibution for 
the m idw iog-monoplane model. 
the tail and that the wake as computed by equation (4) 
does not flow over the tail. 
tep in the calculation for a ca e of tbe itirplane with 
fl aps dO\\-n appear in figure 51. The undisplaced down-
wa h-angle contours corresponding to the plain wing 
(OL,0=0.96 ) are sho'wn a. well as t he contribution of the 
Quarter -ch ord p oint at 
roo t sec t ion 
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(a) Undisplaecd pattern. 
(b) P attern displaced so that center li ne passes t hrough the trai li ng edge and fo llo\\'s 
the dow unow. 
FrGURE 5O.- Theoretica l do\\'nwash-anglo contours and wake location for the mid· 
wi ng-monoplano model. F laps u p; CL, 1.1. 
flap (OLf = O.64 ). Addition of the e two contour maps 
leads to the contours shown in figure 51 (c). \i';Tben the 
center line is so displaced that it passes througb the 
wake origin, which in this case is just below the middl e 
of the flap opening (see fig. 35), and follows the down-
flow, the contours of figure 51 (d) are obtained . The 
edge of the wake, as found by equa tion (4), again falls 
below th e taiL 
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(a) Contribution of plain wing. 
(b) Contribution of Dap. 
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tbe downJlow. 
FIG URE 5!.-'rheoretical dowuwash·anglc contou rs aud wake loca tion for t he mid· 
wing·monoplane model. Flaps down; CL., 0.96; CLI' 0.64 
The downwash ang Ie 0 obtained houlJ , [or pm'-
poses of compari on with pitching-moment measure-
ment , be conected by a factor of 0.9 in order to get the 
average value along the span of the tail and by all 
increment of 0.5°, which i the estimated effect of the 
wake. 
Experimental values of the do\ m a h a.ngle were 
obtained by comparing tail-off pitching moments with 
tail-on pitching moments obtained at different tabilizer 
settino·s . The tabilizer ettings corresponding to zero 
10[1d on the tail are found by interpolation or extra-
polation. From these value, the corre ponding angle 
of attack of the airplane, and the jet-boundary cor-
rections (reference 4), the downwa h angles are de-
rived . The agreement between theory and experiment 
is shown Ll1 figure 52 to be atisfactory, except 
at the higher angles of attack, where the tip are 
taIled. 
This case may be con idered a particularly favorable 
on , for the model wa well streamlined and had a 
relatively mall fuselage. It i lil;:ely, however, that, 
as in the pre ent example, interference will be small in 
modern carefully streamlined aU·planes. 
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F'GURE 52.-Comparison of calculated and experimental dowDwasb at the tail of 
the midwing'monopiane model. 
CO eL USIONS 
1. The Biot- avart eq uation, the theoretical span 
load distribution, and the lifting-line concept provide 
a sufficient basis for computation of the downwnslt 
angle behind airfoil with and without flaps. 
2. The concentration of the trailing vortex heet into 
a ingle pair of trailing vortices may be neglected [or 
purpose of downwash computation . 
3. The potential flow about an airfoil section is 
cIo ely approximated by that about a vortex at its 
lifting line for distances greater than one chord from 
the airfoil trailing edge. 
4. The vertical displacement of the trailing vor tex 
heet due to the downflow must be taken into account 
in the calculations. 
5. The 10 s in dynamic pressure at the wake center 
is dU'ectly proportional to the quare root of the 
profile-drag coefficient and inversely proportional to 
the distance behind the airfoil trailing edge. 
6. The wake wid th i directly proportional to the 
square root of the product of the prome-drag coefficient 
and the di tance behind the airfoil . 
7. The wake profile may be accurately given by an 
empirical expression involving as parameter only the 
wake width and the 10 in dynamic pres ure at the 
wake center. 
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8. The wake parameters are relatively independent 
of the airfoil lift, and the relations for the unstalled 
airfoil apply wi.th almost equal accuracy above the 
stall. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERO A TICAL L AB ORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVI SORY COMMIT'l'EE FOR AERONAUTI CS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 23, 1838. 
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Positive direction of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Designation Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL __ .. _ X X Rolling _____ 
LateraL ____ ____ y y Pitching ____ 
NormaL ________ Z Z Yawing ____ 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS 0",= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Design a- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
,II,r 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y~Z RolL ____ 
'" 
u p 
Z X Pitch __ __ 0 v q 
X -~Y yaw __ ___ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
plD, 
V', 
Va, 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= 2n4. pn .L/ 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ= ~Tl5 pn LF 
P, 
Os, 
7] , 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~n.~ pn LF 
Speed-power coefficient=.v~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Eff3ctive helix angle=tan-{2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metric horsepower= 1.0132 hp. 
1 lU.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib. = 0.453G kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
t m=3.2808 ft. 

